SACRED TEMPLATE
INFINITE CIRCLE OF LIGHT
I AM an Infinite Circle of Light.
I AM Ascended and Free.
I AM inclusive of all life,
living free in the Light.
I AM THAT I AM
From within this Infinite Circle of Light:
The Gathering of Ascended Humanity,
In union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals,
Through the cohesive Power of Divine Love
uniting all Life in its Ascended State,
Now emerges into Humanity as the Theme and
Thoughtform of this Sacred Month and Cycle of the Zodiac:
ALPHA AND OMEGA
Preparation for the New Solar Year Theme and Thoughtform
Alpha and Omega now stands in for the Three-fold Flame
at the Center of 2017 Solar Year Thoughtform.
Our Seven Chakras open to the Divine Plan, truly
representing the Seven Suns in this Solar System
under the Central Sun of Alpha and Omega.

BREATHING STATEMENT
I AM Inbreathing and Absorbing the Cosmic Forcefield
of the Central Sun of Beloved Alpha and Omega!
I AM Expanding and Projecting the Cosmic Forcefield
of the Central Sun of Beloved Alpha and Omega!
AFFIRMATIONS
I AM that I AM!
I AM the Alpha and Omega of Being.
I AM the Cosmic Forcefield of Co-creation, from
the Highest Frequency of this Beloved Solar System!
I AM Eternal Flame and I AM its Infinite Radiant Light
In that Truth, I love and adore the physical realm of self, time and
space that I have come to love free. I bring into this world the
Sacred Fire of Mercy, Compassion, Forgiveness and Transmutation
into Eternal Spiritual Freedom.
I AM the Eternal Truth that
before, during and after embodiment
I AM Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light!
In embodiment, I sublimate self …my ‘self’ and that of others,
into the Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light!
In embodiment, I sublimate time …my ‘time’ and that of others,
into the Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light!
In embodiment, I sublimate space …my ‘space’ and that of others,
into the Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light!
I AM Sun of the Sun!
I AM Eternal Flame and I AM its Infinite Radiant Sun.
As a Keeper of the Flame, I AM the Divine Infrastructure
of an Eternal Forcefield …both my personal Ascended and Free
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Forcefield, as a Being of Universal Light on Earth …and the
Sacred Solar Year, the global Thoughtform Forcefield of
the Sun of Earth …our Star of Spiritual Freedom!
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
ASCENSION CONCEPTS
Last month we further opened our Creative Faculties to Divine cocreation. This is part of the Grand design for Humanity’s Ascension
…each ‘level of formed life’ Ascending to its next level. The
Gathering of Ascended Humanity initiates the process, individually
opening our embodied Solar Christ Self into daily life. As we
do, we represent the entire Solar System …in preparation for the
New Solar Year revealing itself. In the Grand Design of the Great
Cosmic Inbreath, all life collectively opens itself to become the next
Higher Aspect of Beloved Alpha and Omega …one step closer to
the Central Source.
During this Zodiacal cycle, we have the assistance of Father /
Mother God at the level of the Central Sun, Beloved Alpha and
Omega. Throughout their Galaxy of Suns and planets and Divine
Root Races, including the Angelic and Elemental Kingdoms, all of
creation reflects their Celestial Nature. In the case of Humanity,
the Seven Chakras become the Seven Suns, with our Three-fold
Flame representing the Central Sun. The Mystic Ring of Violet Fire
embodies the Infinite Circle of Light …the Body of the White Fire
Being …the true ‘image and likeness’ of Father / Mother God, where
now the White Fire Being has projected its Celestial Presence. The
Causal Body of Alpha and Omega is represented by the many MultiDimensional Circles and Realms of Sacred Fire in our Ascended
and Free Realms of Light in the Solar Year Thoughtform. All of this
is now reaching its Divine harvest!

the Sun …just as the Seven Suns of Alpha and Omega reflect the 12
Suns of the Great Central Sun Eloha and Elohae. How the 12 reflect
through the seven came during the turning of Great Cosmic Cycles,
where only seven of the 12 planets of Alpha and Omega chose to
become Suns, when Alpha and Omega took on the Initiation as a
Central Sun. These seven thus chose to develop a Solar System of
planets and Root Races. The other five chose to remain in the Causal
Body of Alpha and Omega …residing in Nirvana.
In the Divine Plan, the chakras of Humanity reflect the seven Suns of
Alpha and Omega who chose co-creation …as well as reflecting the
seven Planets of Beloved Helios and Vesta, our local Solar System
Sun. Our seven chakras also equate the seven Spheres of Light in the
Causal Body …again from the Causal Body of Alpha and Omega in
the Central Sun, through to our own Causal Body around our Mighty
I AM Presence. Thus, our seven Chakras (or Realms) are also meant
to be Humanity’s personal Realms of Precipitation, Causation and
Co-creation on Earth!
With this understanding, and our desire of restoring Original
Intention, let us explore the nature of the Solar Year (as there is also
the calendar year). The Solar Year begins with the Solar House of
Virgo (August / September), known as the Virgin (one who is pure
of nature and intent). It is no coincidence that our Beloved Mother
Mary is also known as the Holy Virgin, when giving birth to our
Beloved Jesus and the Christian Dispensation. This title refers to
her ability of holding the Purity of the Immaculate Concept. After
Virgo, for the ensuing three monthly Zodiac cycles leading up to
the calendar New Year (October, November, December), there is
an inner preparation for the birth (or outer manifestation) of the
‘conception’ that took place during Virgo. These may then be said
to represent the ‘inner gestation’ which then culminates in a birth …
when the new creation is then ‘seen’ …or, enters daily life.

As in the Celestial Galaxy, the Seven Suns orbit the Central Sun
…and thus our chakras orbit our Three-fold Flame …not so much
in time and space but as Multi-Dimensional Spheres of Influence
revolving around their Central Source. In their Quantum State
Potential, our Ascended and Free Chakras reflect the 12 Houses of

During these months of ‘inner incubation’, the Spiritual Hierarchy
(now with the conscious attunement of the Gathering of Ascended
Humanity) prepare an accelerating Energy, Vibration and
Consciousness for the coming ‘New Year’ Thoughtform …which
we then call the Solar Year Thoughtform (even though it coincides
with the new calendar year). For It has emerged from unseen,
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formless Perfection Patterns; ‘electron as wave’ co-creation …
to seen, formed Perfection Patterns; ‘electrons as particles’ cocreation. This moment of birth is what we now await …but as
would any good midwife, we prepare for the birth. And because we
have made ready a spiritual infrastructure, we affirm: I AM the full
preparation and expectation of the new Solar Year Thoughtform!
And SO IT IS!
There is a great Forcefield building in Cosmic Momentum that will
express with the January Cycle of Light Service! It comes as no
surprise that the highest levels of the Spiritual Hierarchy for this
Solar System would take a personal interest in our Cause! For it is
the principal focus of all who await the Great Cosmic Inbreath, on all
levels of the Solar System and Galaxy. And our Cause is certainly
the focus of Beloved Alpha and Omega, as well as their Seven Suns
and each of their Seven Planets (of which Earth is one of these 49
planets) …as well as all the Seven Root Races of all the Ascended
Planets of the Seven Suns. Everything else awaits the preparation
and acceleration of our sweet Earth …to be sufficiently ‘primed’
for this ‘turning of the Great Cosmic Cycle’. And this Cause is the
central purpose of our present embodiment, in service to Father /
Mother God.
We have been taught to discover …and then become …our True
Identity. We practice its Divine Peace …even in the face of the
persistent karmic illusion that afflicts our outer senses. But in that
Divine Peace of True Identity is the Keynote of our perfect Service
to Life. We are Keepers of the Flame …and thus, we have chosen the
Path as Builders of Divine Self, Builders of Divine Consciousness
and Builders of an Eternal Life in the Light. We have volunteered to
build the Bridge to Spiritual Freedom and assist every level of life
to cross over the abyss into the Light! We hold ‘all life existing in
form’ within us …the Crystalline Shimmering Diamond or Pagoda
of Seven White Ascension Doves, incubating within my Light Body.
I AM holding a Divine Reverence for all Life …which sustains my
Light Service! And SO IT IS!

Enlightenment that every other Ascended Master trainee has found
as they approached their personal Ascension …the Divine Peace
of our True Identity …an Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant
Light. This is our Ascension, but we have chosen to live Ascended
and Free on Earth (rather than to leave it) …in order to reveal this
Ascended and Free State (of New Earth in her Ascended and Free
Orbit of Divine Love) …to all Humanity! We are like the expectant
mother whose body is pushed to uncomfortable limits by gestation
…but who happily awaits the reward of a new Child …our new Star
of Spiritual Freedom!
There is emerging from the unseen a Mighty Forcefield of Sound
and Color; of Quantum State thinking and feeling; of the Sacred
Fragrance of Ascended and Free Earth; and a Crystal Vision of
the Star of Spiritual Freedom. In this present Divine Ceremony of
anticipating spiritual birth, there is a stillness, a Great Silence in
this last month. It is akin to the original awaiting of the birth of the
Cosmic Christ through Beloved Jesus …a stillness, a centering, a
preparation for that which is to come.
And like the Three Kings, we bring our gifts to the birth of the New
Dispensation. Our gifts to the Christ Child …the Spiritual Freedom
of every Solar Christ Self within Humanity …are in the Energy,
Vibration and Consciousness of our True Identity …our Eternal
Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light. We have been and remain
Builders of this Divine Forcefield, even before it ‘becomes seen’.
The new Solar Year Thoughtform is a co-creation …something we
all participate in …in Oneness Consciousness with the Spiritual
Hierarchy and the Great Light Brotherhood. We have each added
our thread into the great Multi-Dimensional tapestry of design and
color. We each add the tone of our Divine Instrument into the great
Symphony of Keynotes that announces the birth. We do so from our
Ascended and Free Temple …in the Ascended and Free Realms of
Light around New Earth in her Ascended and Free Orbit.

But we are also ‘of great Joy’, for we are aware of the ‘much bigger
picture’ of what the present-times mean …as well as what is to
come. We deflect personal suffering through discovering the Divine

As we approach the full harvest of this calendar year, every aspect
of the 2017 Thoughtform reaches its Divine Potential. Thus, the
Sword of Blue Flame becomes God’s Will operating on all levels
of formed life. The Golden Aura of the Golden Robe becomes the
necessary Enlightenment of every aspect of life, in order to achieve its
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graduation into its next level of Divine Potential. The Rose-petaled
Pulsating Pink Sun becomes Holy Spirit in all its manifestation,
establishing the Cohesive Power of Divine Love sustaining all life
in her Ascended State.
The Pagoda of Seven White Ascension Doves initiates and
accelerates Humanity and the Elemental Kingdom in this Ascension
Process. The Mystic Ring of Violet Fire creates the necessary
Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness and Transmutation to ensure
that karmic illusion can no longer interfere with this First Cause.
And finally, the Realms of Precipitation, Causation and Co-creation
become the Causal Body of New Earth in her Ascended and Free
Orbit of Spiritual Freedom! This is the Divine Infrastructure we
have built.
And thus we, the Gathering of Ascended Humanity, become our
Divine Potential for this (2017) Sacred Year of Divine Light Service.
Only then can we turn our full attention to the new Solar Year,
emerging from unseen Realms, into its form and function amongst
us. The Cosmic Christ reveals herself along the Feminine Ray of
full inclusion of all life living Ascended and Free! Let us watch for
this Revelation in every aspect of life …and rejoice in its birth!

For as I promised Beloved Jesus throughout his embodiment: I AM
with you always and forever!
In the history of Spiritual Teaching, there has been the notion of
experiencing every level of formed life, so as to be able to feel one with
it and thus, love it free. Buddhists may refer to this as the possibility
of incarnating as any life form, of any Kingdom. My intent is not
to debate theology, but rather to open the possibility that right here
and now, you do live as every form of life within physical creation
…as all formed life is within you. This Forcefield is coming to its
culmination …as we reach the climax of the Thoughtform of this
present Solar Year 2017 and prepare for the next. Your developed
Oneness Consciousness has allowed for this reality, which furthers
the Cause of Spiritual Freedom more than you may yet realize!
Contemplate the following affirmation:
I AM every level of formed life, each
level of the Pagoda of Seven Ascension Doves.
I AM the Divine Mother holding the conception of each
platform of expressed life, in the Bosom of my Being.
I was trained for this in the Temple of Divine Birth,
and so it is now in my embodied Light Service!

And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!

z

ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF
BELOVED MOTHER MARY…
On holding the Immaculate Concept for all life

As I AM raised up in Energy, Vibration and Consciousness,
so is all life on every level of physical expression, raised
up to its Divine Potential …in full preparation
for the Great Cosmic Inbreath!
All of this Miracle of Spiritual Acceleration occurs within me,
as I AM the Divine Mother Principle in action on Earth.
I stand with Mother Mary in her Flame of Constancy
to the Immaculate Concept …of all life
living free in the Light!
And SO IT IS!

Beloved of my Flame …the Flame of Consecration to the
Immaculate Concept for all life …I love and adore you. I cherish
you each as if I had personally given birth to you in this present
embodiment. For in a way I did, in that when you embodied your
last stop in training (in preparation for this embodied Light Service
in form), was in my Temple of Birth. Here I sealed you in the Flame
of Constancy for the Immaculate Concept …of all life living
Free in the Light! Therefore, please attune to my Aura and Flame
embracing you …as would a mother hold and nurture her child.

Hence, we realize that we do not need to embody as all the life
forms …as I already embody them all, holding them in my Spiritual
Domain of Consciousness …my Flame of Creation …right here and
now! The Crystalline Shimmering Diamond is all life manifesting
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Forcefields …as well as holding their Cosmic Momentum …when
possibly the attention and focus of the Light Servers may wane from
time to time. When Light Servers rhythmically invoke and give
their loving adoration to the Angelic Attendants of their personal
Forcefield …as well as the global Solar Year Thoughtform, then
these Angels will hold steady the Cosmic Momentum built, while
the Light Server is ‘busy with their daily life’! This is part of the
Divine Ceremony you have been trained in through the Temples of
the Seventh Ray and all the Ascended Masters along that Cosmic
Service.
Here Rhythm and Constancy are the Keynote. And in this spirit,
I ask you to constantly include myself, the Angelic Hosts and all
co-servers along the Ray of the Immaculate Concept in your daily
invocations, prayers, visualizations and meditations. We desire to be
included in your daily life …for you are the anchorage of everything
we desire for our sweet Earth. We are as close as your breath and
your thoughts …and we desire to constantly be part of the fabric of
your daily Light Service.
Always with you in your eternal Moment of Now …
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!

x
ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF
FIRST RAY ELOHIM, BELOVED HERCULES…
I AM of the First Ray of Divine Intention and the natural selfrestraint or self-regulation to continually align with First Cause. It is
referred to as God’s Will and the action of sublimating personal will
to the greater good …a spiritual discipline. Yet it is also scientific, as
when the architect follows the blueprint …else the building will not
be constructed to the correct specifications …and thus the object of
creation does not manifest as originally intended. Such co-creation
with scientific rigor and exactness is the Service of all the Elohim,
but especially the First Ray.
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within me …and simultaneously, I AM within all of life existing
in form. I AM the bird, the insect, the plane, the molecule and
even the sub-atomic particle. I AM the complex plant and animal
life and I AM every facet of human consciousness …from mass
thoughts, feelings, words and deeds to the most elevated Spiritual
Consciousness within Humanity. And I observe and love this
process …and have Reverence for all life, all from my Ascended
and Free State, my Spiritual Freedom! And thus, the Gathering of
Ascended Humanity holds the Immaculate Concept for all life …
just as we practiced in my Temple before this embodiment. And
I AM so very grateful that you have held constant to the Cause!
Together, standing in the Light, let us affirm: I now blaze my Threefold Flame of Love, Wisdom and Power through every aspect of
formed life that I AM …as seen in the Solar Year Thoughtform. To
begin, I enfold all life in the Circle and Sword of Blue Flame. I feel
the First Ray empowering all life with the Divine Intent to return
to Divine Potential. Then I enfold the Crystalline Shimmering
Diamond in the Golden Aura of the Golden Robe. Here I immerse
all life forms with the God Illumination to understand the Ascension
Process back to Divine Potential. And finally, I bless all life with the
Rose-petaled Pulsating Pink Sun …inclusive of all life living free
in the Light! Then I affirm: by the Power of the Three-fold Flame
vested in me, I bless all life existing in form back to its Divine
Potential, never again having to serve human creation!
Then we complete the Ceremony with the Seventh Ray’s Divine
outpouring, from the Mystic Ring of Violet Fire. Here the Divine
Synergy of the Feminine Ray and Seventh Ray melds in perfect union,
establishing a Oneness Consciousness that permeates all levels of
formed life. And finally, I AM immersing all life in the Ascended
and Free Realms of Precipitation, Causation and Co-creation!
Standing in the fullness of the Solar Year Forcefield of 2017, we
again reveal the Law: As I AM raised up (in Energy, Vibration and
Consciousness), so is all life raised up with me! And we feel the
Theme and Thoughtform of this Solar Year in full blossom …giving
its full harvest to the world …soon to make way for the new Solar
Year Thoughtform to manifest itself in the coming cycle.
You have recently given more attention to the Angelic Kingdom and
I AM grateful for this. For they assist in the building of Divine
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And to my great Joy, here you are as Builders of Divine Self,
Builders of Divine Consciousness and Builders of an Eternal Life
in the Light. Your discipline of Constancy to First Cause has
allowed you to attain and hold this spiritual rank. And I AM here
to serve you …to further your service in this endeavor. I serve in
many capacities …as Elohim in the co-creation of the Divine Plan
of Alpha and Omega …and as a Sun co-creating its own Solar
System of Ascended Planets (already prepared for the Great Cosmic
Inbreath) …allowing me to speak from both perspectives. So, let
us together focus on the discipline of ‘always aligned with Original
Cause’! Welcome to the First Ray!
Let us review the basic foundation of Cosmic Law: What you think
and feel you bring into form. When our thoughts, feelings, words
and deeds are aligned with the motive of Original Intention or First
Cause, then all subsequent co-creation is included in the Divine
Plan. Think on that! Our God Parents are primarily focused on
the process of Divine Co-creation. It is in this way that Father /
Mother God allows their Root Race Children of Light to decide
on the content of the Divine Plan …thus unfolding infinite arrays
of Perfection Patterns in this process …as long as they follow
the process of Divine co-creation …always aligned with Father /
Mother God’s Divine Motive of ever increasing Perfection Patterns
evolving into eternity.
On the other hand, karma is that aspect of the law of cause and effect
where motive was less than, or different from, First Cause. Karma
only occurs from the motive being less than Perfect Love …when
our thoughts and feelings are not in Divine Alignment with First
Cause. So, let us meditate on our thoughts, feelings, words and
deeds as our power of co-creation of the world we desire …the Star
of Spiritual Freedom with her Ascended and Free Humanity! Let
us meditate on Love, Wisdom and Power …on Mercy, Compassion
and Forgiveness …on Divine Truth and Spiritual Constancy and on
Beloved Saint Germain’s Immaculate Concept of Spiritual Freedom.
We thus generate Perfection Patterns of Cause and the resultant effects
become our Divine Instruments as Builders of unique Divine Self;
Builders of unique Divine Consciousness; and Builders of a unique
Eternal Life in the Light! In this way, you are all Elohim in training!
Therefore, let us meditate on generating a Cosmic Love for all life
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…a Cosmic Peace for all life …a Celestial Spiritual Freedom for
all life. We meditate on transmuting the motive of any lesser action
through the Sacred Violet Fire. This includes the thoughts, feelings,
words and deeds associated with any persons, places, conditions and
things of daily life …personally or globally! We then allow for the
Law of Reciprocity to come into action …As I AM raised up, so is
all life raised up with me …which activates through our Oneness
Consciousness with all life. Here the Crystalline Shimmering
Diamond, the Pagoda of Seven White Ascension Doves within
our Three-fold Flame (Solar Year Thoughtform), reassures us that,
like the Sun and Central Sun …all life lives within us and we live
within all life. Thus, it becomes a simplified daily ceremony that
my Ascension is the Ascension of the world!
This is how Beloved Alpha and Omega practice daily life in the
Spheres, Realms and Dimensions of the Central Sun. This is the
Divine Ceremony of their daily meditation and of their Creative
Faculties in action through thoughts, feelings, words and deeds.
Imagine it …as if present with them in the Central Sun! Let us then
also see ourselves as Keepers of the Flame …attaining and holding
this spiritual rank. We do this from within our Temples in the
Ascended and Free Realms of Light around New Earth …which are
anchored into the world in the Divine Ceremony within our personal
physical sanctuaries and daily meditations. And as we practice this
spiritual ceremony of Divine Co-creation, we become (I AM!) the
Central Sun in action on Earth!
Affirm and visualize: I AM empty of self, time and space …and
thus, I AM an Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light …a Sun
of the Sun! I AM an Illumined Sun of Love, created in the ‘image
and likeness’ of Father / Mother God Helios and Vesta, Alpha and
Omega and Elohae and Eloha …created to love life free into their
own unique co-creation …every moment! I AM the Flame of
Constancy …as constant as the Sun, as she shines her life-giving
Light to all life …literally a physical sun pouring its life-giving
essence to all life.
Ascended Master Teachings have always spoken of the Holy Spirit
as Guardian and Director of the Elemental Kingdom. This refers to
the Elemental Kingdom giving form to life …as in ‘all life living in
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form’ (rather than in its ‘wave-function’ or spirit reality). Becoming
a Devotee of Sacred Fire brings us to becoming true Disciples of
Holy Spirit … Keepers of the Flame that guides, guards and directs
the Elemental Kingdom! Now the Gathering of Ascended Humanity
does so globally, from their Oneness Consciousness with all life.
The Infinite Radiant Light of our Flame affirms: Wherever there is
Light, there I AM! And, wherever I AM, there is Light!

us to Infinite Realms of Love and all the experiences of Holy Spirit
…just as the Saints and Gurus have known. The Power Center at the
throat opens us to the Governing nature of God Intelligence within
Divine Love …expressed through the Voice of the Great I AM! The
Ajna Center (Third Eye) on the forehead opens us to the Sun of
Divine Truth, Consecration and Crystal Vision, as well as the Sevenfold Flame of Precipitation.

In the Great Silence of Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light,
there are no thoughts except the one constant thought of Perfection
…no feelings except the one constant sublime feeling of Divine
Love …no memories except the one constant memory of all things
in Divine Harmony and Balance …and no deeds or action, except
the one constant action of Radiating Divine Light in endless acts of
Loving Kindness. This is the nature of Eternal Flame …of Sacred
Fire …of our Immaculate Concept as a Being of Great Light. This is
our Ascended Master Self!

The Thousand Petaled Lotus at the top of the head opens us to the
Mind of God and the Enlightened Illumination of Divine Being.
And lastly, coming full circle, the Ascension Chakra at the base of
the spine accelerates, releasing us from gravity …freeing us from
time and space restrictions (rather than ‘lifting us off the ground’)
…and we Ascend in Energy, Vibration and Consciousness to New
Earth and her Ascended and Free State of ‘Together, standing in the
Light’ …in the Land of Boundless Splendor and Infinite Light! Let
us meditate on our personal Central Sun, the Three-fold Flame …
and its seven Suns (or Chakras) in a new way, discovering Higher
Frequencies of Spiritual Freedom in our daily life!

Let us review the Plan of Creation for this Galaxy. In the eternal
spiritual unfoldment of Beloved Alpha and Omega, their Seven
Chakras eventually became the Seven Suns with their Seven Solar
Systems, each with Seven Planets, each planet with their Seven
Root Races. This is the Divine Plan, all established through the
expression of free will of each Sun and all of the Planets and their
Root Races. Think of it. Each Sun became the open door into a new
or unique Sphere of Influence or Realm of Light, which then gave
evolving Root Races a new found Spiritual Freedom.
Likewise, our Seven Suns are our Chakras and each one opens us
to Spheres, Realms and Dimensions of pure God Energy, Vibration
and Consciousness that accelerate our Spiritual Freedom. In this
New Age, the Violet Fire Chakra begins the process, opening us
to the Divine experience of Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness
as well as Transmutation, Transformation and Transfiguration. It
pours through us with the Power of a Sun, currently represented in
the Solar Year Thoughtform by the Mystic Ring of Violet Fire.
Proceeding upwards from the Violet Fire Chakra (just below the
navel), the Sixth Ray solar plexus Chakra opens us to Peace Divine,
including in busy daily life. Upwards again, the Heart Chakra opens
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Think of each of our Chakras as portals of new or accelerated
Ascended Mastery. The Central Sun of Alpha and Omega expresses
through their Seven Suns and their unique Solar Systems. In similar
fashion, our Central Three-fold Flame expresses through our seven
planetary Chakras and their ‘Solar Systems’ of organs, meridians,
molecules, cells, atoms and electrons …as well as how we generate
thoughts, feelings, words and deeds. The more we meditate,
visualize and love each of these seven Creative Faculties, the wider
the door opens to these Divine Qualities of Ascended Mastery.
Each of the seven planetary Chakras represents one of the Seven
Rays of the embodied Holy Christ Self. This aspect of our Being was
designed to be the Great Mediator between God (the Mighty I AM
Presence) and outer self, that had separated itself from God. Now
the Gathering of Ascended Humanity fulfills the restoration of this
Divine Plan …where once again, the Mighty I AM Presence is the
Great Divine Director of the Energy, Vibration and Consciousness
expressed in daily life! And with enough Cosmic Momentum of this
Restoration of the Divine Plan, this allows our sweet Earth to be
fully included in the Great Cosmic Inbreath. The Suns, Central
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Suns and the Great Central Sun all await this Cosmic Momentum
…established through embodied Light Service …to reach its full
Divine Potential. With this Victory, all life on Earth is then swept up
into its Ascended Orbit of Divine Expression!
Our Eternal Flame contains the Seven Rays …the Sacred Fire
expressing itself as seven colors, seven scents, seven tones or
Keynotes, seven tastes, seven textures, as well as seven varied
experiences of personality traits. This is the Multi-dimensional
nature of Sacred Fire, expressing through our seven planetary
Chakras. And once our True Identity is fully focused on becoming
our Eternal Flame …then all these ‘transcendent portals’ open to
the experiences of our full Multi-Dimensional Spiritual Freedom.
Universal I AM desires to replicate itself according to Original
design and function. The macro scale (Central Sun with their Seven
Suns and Solar Systems) reveals itself in the micro scale as us …our
Eternal Flame and its seven planetary Chakras of God Expression.
Mixed into this desire of Father / Mother God is the desire for every
individual God-Intelligence within Universal I AM to express its
unique free-will. This allows for the fullest diversity of Perfection
Patterns to be developed and manifested into eternity.
The spirit world is the twin of the physical world …one the electron
as ‘particle’ and the other, the electron as ‘wave-function’. It is the
same electron and hence the twin realms. The spirit world was once
openly revealed and evident …the Sacred, the Divine as an active
part of daily life on Earth. This was manifest in the first three Root
Races. Then came the ‘great fall’ in Consciousness, where not only
did the physical realm become corrupted with patterns of imbalance,
but so did the spirit world. It was always intended that the spirit
world would be a place of solace and peace from the density of
form. But certain of its spheres became places of imbalance and
fear …given the psychic and astral effluvia generated by lower
consciousness and the misuse of the Electronic Light of Creation
pouring through the Creative Faculties.
Now we desire to transform the spirit world back to its origins of
Harmony and Balance …the Sacred Spirit, the Divine Spirit …what
we call the Realms of Holy Spirit! This is the Love Ray nature of
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Beloved Venus, of Beloved Sanat Kumara and their Sun, Beloved
Krishna and Sophia. These are Spheres, Realms and Dimensions
of Love prepared for Humanity …the “many rooms in my Father’s
House that I have prepared for you” (Beloved Jesus). Then there
will be once again only complete safety and solace in exploring the
‘inner realms’ ...in the ‘arms of the Angels’.
Just as I AM one with all life existing in form, so I AM in Oneness
Consciousness with all life existing in spirit …all the Orders of
Angels and Elementals …who watch over and hold the Immaculate
Concept for their twin aspect of form. Humanity too has her ‘spirit
vehicles’ …the White Fire Being, Mighty I AM Presence, Cosmic
Causal Body and Solar Christ Self …who hold the Immaculate
Concept for their embodied physical, etheric, mental and emotional
vehicles. Our True Identity is the freedom to exist in all of these
vehicles and to remember: I love and adore all spirit life as well as
all formed life …and align in Oneness Consciousness with all of it
…all the time!
This Unity has been the purpose of this Solar Year 2017, as we now
lead into the next Solar Year. We send our gratitude to every aspect
of this 2017 Thoughtform / Forcefield:
Beloved Lord Michael and the Sword of Blue Flame, I love you!
Beloved Brothers / Sisters of the Golden Robe, I love you!
Beloved Cosmic Holy Spirit and the Nature of Divine Love from
our Ascended sister planet Venus, Beloved Sanat Kumara,
all the Kumaras and their Teacher, Beloved Sun God
Krishna and Sophia …I love you!
To the Mystic Ring of Violet Fire and the Realms of
Precipitation, Causation and Co-creation, I Love you!
I AM Divine Gratitude for a God Victorious Year!
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!

x
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